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Reading  (10m) 

A-Vocabulary 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d     (4x1) =4 
1-We live on the……………. 

a-solar system            b-Earth            c-star                      d-planetarium 

2-I go to school on foot because my house is…………………to school. 

a-close                      b-large               c-far                      d-gloomy 

3-When I go to Dubai, I will………………..two rooms in the hotel . 

a-look like                b-land                c-book                        d-plant 

4-The spacemen landed ………………….on the moon. 

a-quickly              b-heavily                 c-happily               d-proudly 

       

B) Reading Comprehension ( 6 m )  
Read the short story below, and then circle the correct answer   

 

         One day, a girl was going to the city to sell eggs. She was carrying a basket full of  

eggs on her head. "When I sell the eggs ,I'll have a lot of money."She thought."Then,  

I'll buy some clothes and shoes: everyone will look at me and say how beautiful I'm"  

She said suddenly a big bus came behind her. She didn't hear it until it was quite near  

.She jumped out of the way. Her basket fell down and all the eggs were broken. There 

 were many people on the     bus and they all laughed at her. One of them said "You  
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shouldn't put all things in one place "The girl was very sad 

 

                                                                                                                          

A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d     (4x1) =4      
1-The best title for the passage is……………………………….. 

a-The girl and the eggs                       b-The girl and the bus                             

c-The girl and the money                     d-The beautiful girl 

2-The girl shouldn't ………………………….. 

a-go to the city                                    b-put all eggs in the same basket                                   

c-sell eggs                                            d-bye some clothes 

    3- The underlined pronoun" it" refers to the…………. 

      a) basket                                        b) shoes      

      c-bus                                                   d-eggs       

    4-The opposite of the word 'big' in line 4 is………………….. 

    a-beautiful                                               b-behind                                                                       

c-broken                                                     d- small 

    Answer the following questions (2 x1=2) 

 

    1-Where was the girl going? 

 

     …………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

    2-What happened to the eggs? 

 

      ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



     


